Client Profile: HEALTHSMART

Just what
was needed!
With over 45 years of experience in the healthcare
sector, HealthSmart is a leader of benefit solutions.
Thanks to their aggressive expansion and multiple
acquisitions, HealthSmart is bigger than ever and
was in need of a comprehensive recognition solution
to unite and organize their employees. That’s where
MTM’s Carousel™ came in!
Diagnosing the Dilemma
HealthSmart’s recognition program administrator,
Kate Ball, knew that rewards and recognition were
not part of their day-to-day routine and what they
needed in a solution. “We had the task of reaching
our entire organization which spanned many states
and included work-at-home employees. We also
wanted to incorporate our Sales, Operations, Human
Resources, and Wellness programs into one robust
program. Lastly, we were looking for a way to provide
our employees with a variety of quality rewards to
choose from.”

Nurse’s Appreciation Day
Today we celebrate your
contributions in building a healthier
community. Thank you for your
honesty, integrity and teamwork.

The Smart Choice
MTM’s Carousel was the smart choice for
HealthSmart’s recognition challenges. The custom
recognition website—named A Round of Applause
— allowed HealthSmart to create an inclusive,
centralized and customizable reward and recognition
site for all their employees. Said Ball: “We’ve been
able to incorporate each of our programs into one
large program and provide visibility across our entire
organization, allowing all employees to see who
is being recognized for their achievements. Our
employees now have the opportunity to choose from
a wide variety of rewards instead of receiving a reward
we thought they might enjoy.”

Easy as Pie

Highlighting Gratitude
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